
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  

Echelon Insurance - with you for the long-haul 

With a focus on understanding, safety, and partnership, Echelon is committed to finding the right 
coverage to meet our customers’ unique needs. 

Understanding Safety Partnership 
The trucking industry has Echelon takes a proactive We believe in the power of 
long faced complex risks. In approach to ensuring safe partnership and have built
response, our experienced operations on all fronts. As our business on creating
team is analyzing the industry part of our loss prevention and maintaining reliable
through a magnifying glass strategy, we assist our and mutually beneficial
to spot all the hidden and customers in getting the partnerships with our
potentially unknown risks when best training. In doing so, we trusted brokers and trucking
designing coverage options. ensure each of our customers customers. Our broker 

understand the importance of network plays a vital role in
Since no two businesses are alike, safety, are taking an engaged helping us understand the
our experienced Loss Prevention approach to safety strategies, needs of our customers to
Team analyzes the loss and have the tools and ensure we’re providing the
exposures of each risk individually information to act upon our coverage they need at fair, 
to ensure we’re recommending safety recommendations. appropriate rates.
the best course of action. 

With safety at the forefront, Echelon’s trucking solutions are backed by years of experience and 
collaboration. Leveraging our expertise, we’re able to provide coverage for a variety of exposures
within trucking including coverage for cargo, auto, Commercial General Liability, and more. 

We’re here for the long-haul and will continue to innovate and evolve to meet the needs of our 
brokers and customers. 

Visit echelontrucking.ca to find out how we’re providing trucking businesses with the coverage they
deserve, and to find your route to one of our trusted Trucking specialist brokers to support your 
coverage needs. 

https://echelontrucking.ca



